Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Centromere regions are unique in that they direct kinetochore assembly where the spindle microtubules attach and mediate chromosome segregation, thus maintaining ploidy (Cleveland et al. [@CR12]). Defects in the centromeric chromatin may lead to missegregation of chromosomes resulting in aneuploidy, a frequently observed phenomenon in cancer (Tomonaga et al. [@CR53]). Centromeres are highly divergent throughout evolution and even from chromosome to chromosome within a given species (Fukagawa [@CR21]). However, a singular conserved feature of all centromeres is the presence of a centromere-specific histone H3 variant known as centromere protein A (CENP-A) in centromeric nucleosomes (Palmer et al. [@CR41]). CENP-A in humans is a 140 amino acid protein with an N-terminus divergent in sequence from that of the canonical histone H3 (Yoda et al. [@CR55]), a C-terminal histone fold domain (HFD) (Sullivan et al. [@CR51]), and a C-terminal tail required for the recruitment of kinetochore proteins such as CENP-C and -N (Guse et al. [@CR23]). Thus, CENP-A is often regarded to as the first player in kinetochore assembly and centromere identity.

Sequence alignment shows that the HFD-containing C-terminus of CENP-A is 62 % identical to that of canonical H3 (Sullivan et al. [@CR51]). Within this region, deuterium exchange measured by mass spectrometry identified a unique structural element, termed the CENP-A targeting domain (CATD) comprising of the L1 and α2 helices (Black et al. [@CR5]). Chimeric molecules where the CATD of CENP-A is exchanged with the corresponding region in H3 (and vice versa) revealed that the CATD is a major determinant for targeting of CENP-A to the centromeres (Black et al. [@CR7]). Interestingly, structural data indicate that CATD also serves as an interface between CENP-A and H4 in the sub-nucleosomal (CENP-A:H4)~2~ complex (Sekulic et al. [@CR47]) as well as the CENP-A: CENP-A dimer in the putative octameric CENP-A nucleosomes (Bassett et al. [@CR3]; Sekulic et al. [@CR47]). Importantly, the CATD has been shown to interact with the Holliday Junction recognition protein (HJURP) which is an essential chaperon for CENP-A centromeric deposition (Black et al. [@CR6]; Foltz et al. [@CR19]; Hu et al. [@CR27]). Despite detailed structural data discussed above, questions remain as to the precise nature of CENP-A chromatin. Complications in this regard mainly arise from inconsistencies between data obtained from biochemical work using in vitro nucleosome reconstitution approaches, proposing a canonical nucleosome-like octameric entity for CENP-A nucleosomes, and some lines of evidence obtained from studying endogenously purified centromeric chromatin revealing that CENP-A may not be present in a nucleosome form (octamers) and might exist in cells as some sort of tetrameric half-nucleosomes (hemisomes) at the centromere. Here we review our current understanding of the structure of CENP-A containing complexes highlighting the biological outcomes of the octamer vs. tetramer debate.

Soluble CENP-A {#Sec2}
==============

Upon production of CENP-A in G2 (Howman et al. [@CR26]; Shelby et al. [@CR48]), the newly synthesized protein is thought to form a dimer with histone H4 and further in the cell cycle recognized by HJURP (known as suppressor of chromosome missegregation 3, Scm3 in yeast) resulting in an equimolar complex of CENP-A:H4: HJURP (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}) (Cho and Harrison, [@CR11]; Hu et al. [@CR27]). In yeast, Scm3 binds the CATD of Cse4 (CENP-A homolog), and α2 and α3 of H4 via its *C*se4 *b*inding *d*omain (CBD), with key residues conserved in HJURP (Zhou et al. [@CR57]). This interaction of HJURP with CENP-A is required to stabilize CENP-A as depletion of HJURP in human cells results in dramatically decreased CENP-A protein levels (Dunleavy et al. [@CR18]; Foltz et al. [@CR19]; Shuaib et al. [@CR50]). Structural data suggest that this complex (Cse4:H4: Scm3) is not capable of interacting with DNA due to the induction of major conformational alterations in Cse4 and H4 (e.g., displacement of DNA-binding Loop 2 of H4) (Zhou et al. [@CR57]). Moreover, it has been suggested that the presence of Scm3 in the pre-nucleosomal complex prevents the sub-nucleosomal (Cse4:H4)~2~ tetramer formation (Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}), a step required for the nucleosome assembly (Zhou et al. [@CR57]). Therefore, it is intuitive to assume that Scm3 needs be recognized by another/other component(s) in order to bind the chromatin and that it has to be removed for stable incorporation of CENP-A on to centromeres.Fig. 1Proposed mechanism for the formation of putative CENP-A octameric nucleosomes. Newly synthesized CENP-A along with histone H4 is suggested to bind HJURP to form a pre-nucleosomal trimeric complex. Next, in order to interact with DNA, HJURP has to be released leaving a (CENP-A:H4)~2~ tetramer. Addition of H2A:H2B dimers then complete the octamer formation

CENP-A nucleosomal structure {#Sec3}
============================

The octamer model {#Sec4}
-----------------

The crystal structure of the human CENP-A-containing nucleosome reconstituted in vitro from bacterially purified histones indicates homotypic octamers containing two copies of each histone molecule (Tachiwana et al. [@CR52]). This study also revealed key features of CENP-A nucleosomes distinguishing them from canonical H3 nucleosomes. For instance, CENP-A contains a shorter αN helix lacking a key Arginine in position 49, which is an essential amino acid for DNA interaction. These findings are consistent with the data obtained independently from stepwise assembly of CENP-A nucleosomes not only confirming the octameric structure of CENP-A nucleosomes but also the loosening of the interaction between DNA superhelical termini and CENP-A (Conde e Silva et al. [@CR14]; Panchenko et al. [@CR42]). CENP-A octamers formed in vitro have also been reported to induce conventional left-handed negative supercoiling to DNA (Barnhart et al. [@CR2]; Conde e Silva et al. [@CR14]; Panchenko et al. [@CR42]; Tachiwana et al. [@CR52]; Yoda et al. [@CR55]). It was recently demonstrated that the mutation of the putative CENP-A: CENP-A dimer interface can abrogate centromeric targeting of CENP-A in *Drosophila* and mammalian tissue culture cells (Bassett et al. [@CR3]; Zhang et al. [@CR56]). In agreement with an octamer, over-expression of Cse4 (the CENP-A homolog) in budding yeast was reported to result in misincorporation of octamer-sized nucleosomes in chromosome arms (Camahort et al. [@CR10]). These observations, along with the crystal structures available, provide solid evidence supporting the existence of octameric CENP-A nucleosomes at the centromere (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 2Different models for the composition of CENP-A nucleosomes. These models differ in size, DNA wrapping and number as well as identity of their components. For a more detailed description of the differences between each model, please see the text

The tetramer (hemisome) model {#Sec5}
-----------------------------

In an effort to determine the native in vivo form of CENP-A chromatin, various purification and analysis techniques have been employed. One of the most extensive efforts has focused on nucleosome cross-linking followed by immunoprecipitation and atomic force microscopy (AFM) to investigate CID-containing nucleosomes (CID for centromere identifier, a *Drosophila* homologue of CENP-A). Challenging the octameric nucleosome concept, AFM data revealed that the height of the CID-containing interphase chromatin is half the height of canonical H3 nucleosomes (approximately 1 vs. 2 nm) (Dalal et al. [@CR15]). Moreover, in the beads-on-a-string structure of CID chromatin, the linker DNA is reported to be 2--3 times longer than that of conventional nucleosomes (Dalal et al. [@CR15]). Surprisingly, the electrophoretic behavior of the purified CID-nucleosomal core particles corresponds to the presence of only one copy of each histone. This composition (CID:H4:H2A:H2B) is referred to as a tetramer, half-nucleosome or hemisome (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Work done in human cells resulted in similar observations regarding the equimolar presence of core histones with particle heights and volumes fitting well with the half-nucleosome model as compared to H3 nucleosomes (Dimitriadis et al. [@CR16]). Immuno-electron microscopy (Immuno-EM) data also suggest that the quantity of histones within each CENP-A nucleosomal particle matches with the half-nucleosome structure (Dimitriadis et al. [@CR16]).

Recently, it was reported that the budding yeast centromeres are composed of a single Cse4-containing nucleosome wrapping about 80 bp of DNA, half the length of a canonical nucleosome, once in a right-handed manner (Henikoff and Henikoff [@CR25]; Krassovsky et al. [@CR30]). The right-handedness of DNA wrapping in centromeric nucleosomes has been reported by other studies as well (Furuyama and Henikoff [@CR22]; Huang et al. [@CR28]). ChIP data also demonstrated the occupancy of H2A at these sites all together consistent with the existence of a Cse4 hemisome at the centromere (Krassovsky et al. [@CR30]). In support of this, the same study that found Cse4 nucleosomes (octamers) in chromosome arms reported tetramers in centromeres (Camahort et al. [@CR10]). It should be noted that in vivo calibrated fluorescence intensity measurements of GFP: Cse4 are not consistent with a single copy of Cse4 at each centromere (Coffman et al. [@CR13]; Lawrimore et al. [@CR34]). Thus, it is entirely possible that the conditions used for purification induce a hemisome-like artifact and that does not exist or is not stable in vivo.

Intriguingly, the observations presented above about centromeric nucleosomes, are reminiscent of an early model suggesting that octameric nucleosomes are in fact constituted from symmetrical half-nucleosome pairs capable of independent existence (Weintraub et al. [@CR54]). This was supported by work on SV40 minichromosome which primarily consists of about 20--25 nucleosomes as shown by EM. Incubation of purified minichromosomes at low ionic strengths was however reported to induce the doubling of the number of beads-on-a-string, reduction of the dimensions of resulting particles and more interestingly longer inter-particle distances, all suggesting the splitting of octameric nucleosomes into half-nucleosomes (Oudet et al. [@CR40]). Similar observations were made with cellular chromatin (Oudet et al. [@CR40]). However, the occurrence of this conversion under cellular conditions remains to be shown to date.

One the other hand, the observation that nucleosomes can be found in various conformational states (Lavelle and Prunell [@CR33]), examples of which include Archaeal nucleosomes consisting solely of (H3:H4)~2~ tetramers (Reeve et al. [@CR45]); eukaryotic reversomes generated upon depletion of H2A:H2B dimers with right-handed DNA wrapping (Lavelle and Prunell, [@CR33]) and the more recent proposed heterotetramer formation of CENPs-T:W:S:X (Nishino et al. [@CR39]) capable of supercoiling DNA similar to nucleosomes, supports the possibility of tetrameric half-nucleosomes (hemisomes) residing in certain regions of the genome such as the centromere.

Other proposed forms of CENP-A nucleosomes {#Sec6}
------------------------------------------

Using a modified sequential immunoprecipitation technique in budding yeast, H3 was recently reported to co-occupy the centromeric DNA along with Cse4 and other core histones in a cell cycle independent manner (Lochmann and Ivanov [@CR35]) suggesting the potential existence of (Cse4:H4)(H3:H4)(H2A:H2B)~2~ heterotypic octamers (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}). However, it is not clear if stable association of H3 with Cse4 containing nucleosome is in the form of a heterotypic octamer or non-nucleosomal associations.

Additionally, a (Cse4:H4)~2~(Scm3)~2~ hexameric organization has also been proposed for the centromeric chromatin in budding yeast (Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}) (Mizuguchi et al. [@CR38]). However, a number of key observations soon detracted support for stable occurrence of this structure in centromeric chromatin. These include the previously mentioned structural barriers occluding Cse4 and H4 interaction with DNA (Zhou et al. [@CR57]) and the fact that over-expression of Cse4 in an Scm3Δbackground, can rescue the Scm3 null phenotype (Camahort et al. [@CR10]) suggesting that Scm3 is dispensable for centromere organization.

The tetramer to octamer transition model: towards a dispute settlement? {#Sec7}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

The controversial observations regarding the nature of CENP-A nucleosomes possibly stem from different chromatin preparation techniques, the stabilization of transient intermediates or the co-existence of more than one CENP-A nucleosome type under certain conditions. No matter the technical difference, a potential structural dynamics model for CENP-A containing nucleosomes through the cell cycle would be an important step forward in understanding centromere biology.

In this regard, an octamer to tetramer conversion model had been previously proposed based on which octameric CENP-A nucleosomes are split into tetrameric half-nucleosomes upon the passage of the replication fork in S phase allowing the equal inheritance of the epigenetic mark to the daughter strands (Fig. [3a](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}) (Allshire and Karpen [@CR1]; Probst et al. [@CR44]). The resultant tetramers were proposed to be maintained throughout G2/M but converted into octamers in G1 following incorporation of new CENP-A by HJURP. This model, while providing a possible mechanism for the preservation of centromeric identity, had never been experimentally validated.Fig. 3Proposed structural dynamics of centromeric nucleosomes throughout the cell cycle. **a** An octamer to tetramer transition model in which passage of the replication fork splits the pre-existing octameric CENP-A nucleosomes into tetramers allowing equal inheritance of the epigenetic mark to daughter strands. In this model, HJURP exclusively is found at the centromere in G1 and mediates the reconstruction of octamers by incorporation of new CENP-A. **b** The tetramer to octamer transition model. CENP-A:H4: HJURP complex is recruited to the centromeric chromatin in G1 and is assumed to associate to the pre-existing CENP-A tetramers extra-nucleosomally. Posttranslational modifications (PTMs) of tetrameric CENP-A nucleosomes along with the presence of HJURP impede the stable incorporation of new CENP-A:H4 dimers into nucleosomes. In late G1/early S, action certain proteins chaperones and remodeling complexes is proposed to facilitate the tetramer to octamer transition by affecting the PMTs of histones and chromatin structure resulting in tetramer to octamer transition. Likewise to the previous model, passage of the replication fork splits the octamers to the tetramers. The tetramers are further stabilized by the reassociation of HJURP in G2 and presumed to be maintained in mitosis to form the kinetochore plate. **c**. In an alternative model, where CENP-A exists in octameric nucleosomes throughout the cell cycle, gaps generated as a result of the passage of the replication fork will be either maintained or could be transiently filled with multiple possible placeholder structures. In this model, HJURP is also found at the centromere exclusively in G1 to participate in new CENP-A assembly

Interestingly, two recent studies co-published in Cell (Bui et al. [@CR8]; Shivaraju et al. [@CR49]) provide evidence for a novel cell cycle-coupled structural transition of CENP-A nucleosomes in human cells and budding yeast (Fig. [3b](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). AFM-based analysis of immuno-precipitated CENP-A nucleosomes from cell cycle staged human cells revealed that centromeric nucleosomes changed in size depending on cell cycle timing. Tetrameric dimensions of CENP-A nucleosomes in G1 were reported to undergo a transition to octameric dimensions during S phase and revert back to tetrameric state in G2 and maintained through mitosis (Bui et al. [@CR8]). Intriguingly, the authors also report cyclic association, dissociation, and reassociation of HJURP to the centromeric chromatin in G1, S, and G2 phases, respectively (Fig. [3b](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Purification of DNA-bound CENP-A:H4 from G1/S arrested cells followed by mass-spectroscopic analysis identified two previously unknown covalent modifications: acetylation of CENP-A K124 and H4K79. These modifications and the presence of HJURP were proposed to prevent stable octamer formation in G1/S. However, as the cell enters the S phase, the authors speculated that opening of centromeric chromatin would be concomitant with the resolution of these modifications. This biochemical change could be coupled to the release of HJURP physically allowing the action of chromatin remodelers to trigger the generation octamers. The dynamics of HJURP at the centromere and the reformation of tetramers in G2 might indicate the role of HJURP in this reversal transition following DNA replication. However, HJURP in human cells has been previously shown to localize to centromeres exclusively during CENP-A loading in G1 (Dunleavy et al. [@CR18]; Foltz et al. [@CR19]) and the G2 reappearance of HJURP at the centromeres has never been reported by other groups. Given the fact that nascent CENP-A is chaperoned by HJURP after synthesis in G2, cytoplasmic contamination of chromatin lysate could be a potential source for the detection of HJURP in G2/M CENP-A pull down. On the other hand, the authors report that HJURP is absent from S phase CENP-A pull down. If the possibility of cytoplasmic contamination is true, this would nicely explain the absence of HJURP in S phase CENP-A pull down since HJURP has already completed deposition of its cargo and thus even if the chromatin prep does contain cytoplasmic contamination, HJURP will not copurify with CENP-A any longer.

Work in *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* and *Candida albicans* using fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) also suggest the presence of a single copy of Cse4 at each centromere (Shivaraju et al. [@CR49]). This seems to be the case for G1, S, G2, and metaphase; however, during anaphase B the authors note a "doubling" of Cse4 and speculate this is due to a tetramer to octamer transition. FCS can very accurately measure protein complexes in living cells by recording peak intensities of diffusing molecules and comparing these over varying time scales (Bulseco and Wolf [@CR9]) (usually up to 2 min), detecting auto-correlations. A major caveat with this technique is that while extremely accurate for freely diffusing complexes, it is less accurate for slow diffusing structures (Krichevsky and Bonnet [@CR31]) (in this case mitotic centromeres bound to microtubules). This is in part due to the fact that FCS is based on peak intensity of a diffraction limited spot. Thus, slowly diffusing or slightly dispersed (greater than the measurement spot) structures such as centromeres will not all be measured in the time scale required. Interestingly, centromeres are much less dispersed in anaphase (compared to metaphase) (Pearson et al. [@CR43]), which could allow for more accurate measurements and thus explain the difference reported. Nonetheless, using FRET and sequential ChIPs the authors show that Cse4: Cse4 interaction does indeed take place increasingly in anaphase B (Shivaraju et al. [@CR49]). The tetramer to octamer transition is also concomitant with the transient disappearance of Scm3 from centromeres in a short time window corresponding to anaphase B. The mutually exclusive relationship between presence of Scm3/HJURP and the Cse4/CENP-A dimers could be attributed to the unique HFD of CENP-A harboring a shared interface for interaction with Scm3/HJURP or another molecule of CENP-A.

Even though the generation of differential CENP-A nucleosome types and the transition mechanisms remain largely unknown, but it is presumable that such a dynamic behavior may require a tight regulation for timing and the concerted action of chromatin remodeling factors. It would be interesting to investigate the occurrence of K124- and K79-like modifications in yeast Cse4 and H4. In addition, the previous detection of CID-nucleosomes corresponding in dimensions to tetramers in interphase but octamers in mitotic *Drosophila* cells (Dalal et al. [@CR15]) might reflect a similar cell-cycle-regulated transition formerly unexplored.

Implications of the structure of CENP-A nucleosomes: why does it matter after all? {#Sec8}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Emerging evidence suggests that the assembly of CENP-A and thus propagation of the epigenetic mark occurs through three major steps: licensing by KNL-2/M18BP1 (Fujita et al. [@CR20]; Maddox et al. [@CR36]) and Mis18 (Hayashi et al. [@CR24]), incorporation via HJURP (Bernad et al. [@CR4]; Dunleavy et al. [@CR18]; Foltz et al. [@CR19]) and maintenance by MgcRacGAP (Lagana et al. [@CR32]). During S phase, as the replication fork forges ahead, the pre-existing population of CENP-A nucleosomes is halved and thereby inherited to daughter strands to preserve centromeric identity (Allshire and Karpen, [@CR1]). The dilution of CENP-A nucleosomes and the replication-independent incorporation of CENP-A raise the possibility of the formation of various placeholder structures in S phase (Dunleavy et al. [@CR17]) (Fig. [3c](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}). In case of human cells, according to the recent data, the CENP-A nucleosomal population is proposed to undergo the tetramer to octamer transition in front of the replication fork approaching the centromeric DNA (Bui et al. [@CR8]). Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} depicts possible steps in this transition.Fig. 4Possible steps of the tetramer to octamer transition. Upon transition of the cell to S phase, HJURP is released from the centromeric chromatin and certain posttranslational modifications and of CENP-A tetramers are resolved by yet-to-be-identified factors. In the first scenario, H2A:H2B dimers are also temporarily removed allowing the tetrameric (CENP-A:H4)~2~ complex to form and interact with DNA. This reaction is speculated to be mediated by NAP1, which is a chromatin remodeler. Addition of a pair of H2A:H2B dimers will complete the octamer formation. In the second scenario, however, incorporation of new CENP-A:H4 as well as H2B:H2B dimers does not require disassembly of the pre-existing CENP-A tetramers

It is not clear what exactly signals the speculated reversion of octamers into the tetramers at the end of S phase. Passage of the fork may, via unknown mechanisms or interactions, trigger not only the splitting of the pre-existing CENP-A nucleosomes, but also the reversion of octamers into tetramers. This may in turn coincide with the reappearance of HJURP at the end of S phase in human cells. In contrast to canonical nucleosomes, incorporation of newly synthesized CENP-A nucleosomes does not accompany DNA replication (Jansen et al. [@CR29]). CENP-A assembly in the mammalian system requires exit from mitosis (Jansen et al. [@CR29]) and takes place during late M/G1 phase of the cell cycle in the mammalian and embryonic *Drosophila* systems (Schuh et al. [@CR46]; Mellone et al. [@CR37]). However, the mechanism of specific recognition of the centromere by CENP-A assembly proteins remains largely unknown. It is assumable that these proteins might recognize a specialized chromatin structure, certain contact sites on CENP-A-containing nucleosomes or a non-conventional nucleosome form exclusively found at the centromeric chromatin. Given the proposed atypical CENP-A nucleosomes, regardless of the model, an entertaining speculation would be that the heteroclite structure of CENP-A nucleosomes might provide the green light for CENP-A assembly machinery to repopulate the centromere in preparation for the subsequent mitosis. In addition, these atypical structures may serve as recognition sites for kinetochore assembly during mitosis.

Conclusion {#Sec9}
==========

This review summarizes major features of CENP-A-containing complexes on sub-nucleosomal, nucleosomal and chromatin levels. The debate over the true molecular nature of the CENP-A epigenetic mark remains to be resolved as many questions are still unanswered. For example, what could be the biological significance of the tetramer to octamer transition in S phase for mammalian cells or anaphase B in case of yeast? What are the factors and mechanisms involved? In the coming exciting years of research, high-resolution imaging and biochemical approaches hold promise to pave the way for answering these questions.
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